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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Geoff Wong 
University of Oxford, United Kingdom 

REVIEW RETURNED 13-Oct-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I read this manuscript with great interest.  
It clearly describes the 'problems' that need to be addressed and 
uses a knowledge synthesis approach that is suitable for addressing 
these 'problems'.  
 
I am not a content expert and so have restricted my comments to 
issues of methodology.  
As an overall comment, there is much to commend this protocol. The 
case for the need for such a review is well put forward. Many aspects 
of the review process are clearly articulated.  
 
I do have some suggestions to make which I hope the authors will 
consider and revising accordingly in their re-submission.  
 
1) page 7 lines 13 and 20:  
What is the link between programme theory and middle-range 
theory?  
 
2) page 8 lines 37 to 47:  
Need to be careful here.  
C, M and O's are linked.  
It is only worth conceptualising something as a context when it can 
be inferred to be the trigger for a mechanism that is linked to an 
outcome you are interested in.  
 
The implication of this is that depending on the outcome of interest, a 
'thing' you have conceptualised as a context may not be one for that 
specific outcome.  
 
3) page 9 lines 49 to 54:  
These are all in the plural.  
 
Within any programme there will be multiple intervention strategies 
being used.  
It is all of these intervention strategies that make up the programme 
theory.  
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Within a realist synthesis it is important to use the data in information 
sources to make sense of:  
a) what the relationships are between these intervention strategies.  
For example, to get a certain outcome of interest does one need to 
happen before the other? Can some run in 'parallel' or throughout the 
programme?  
 
b) What the Context-Mechanism-Outcome configuration(s) (CMOCs) 
is/are for a specific intervention strategy.  
 
So there are two levels of theory here.  
One about the relationships and contents (i.e. blocks of intervention 
strategies) of the programme.  
The other about the realist causal explanations (i.e. CMOCs) within 
each intervention strategy block.  
 
4) page 9 line 15:  
This is an excellent first step in unpacking the 'black-box' of BIP.  
By articulating that there are multiple outcomes, you can start to build 
CMOCs for each outcome.  
 
An important step would then be to 'map' intervention strategies to 
the CMOCs.  
In other words start to ask, which intervention strategy changes 
which outcome.  
(NB a simplistic but useful way of conceptualising intervention 
strategies is that they are the things that we do to change context in 
such a way that the desired mechanism is triggered to give us the 
outcome we want to happen).  
 
5) page 10 line 27:  
See comment 3 above about the types of theories you need to 
develop in a realist synthesis.  
 
6) page 11 line 30:  
CBT and SCT are substantive theories.  
The term middle-range theory (as first articulated by Merton) is a one 
that is close enough to the empirical data to be testable.  
In other words the term middle-range is an adjective that describes 
the nature of a theory is is not the same thing as programme theory.  
 
The role of substantive theories are to help you make sense of either 
and/or:  
a) the relationships between intervention strategies  
b) the realist causal explanations within an intervention strategy.  
 
So for CBT or SCT, you need to work out how they inform your 
programme theory and / or the intervention strategies.  
 
This does require you to break down / disaggregate these theories 
further into the actions that are taken 'in the name of' of the theory. In 
other words, if you believe in this theory, what would you have to do 
as guided by it. You will also need to understand what outcome such 
actions result it - i.e. which outcome does this action actually result 
in. This then becomes the start of your CMOC development.  
 
Alternatively aspects of the substantive theory may confirm, refute or 
refine the importance of a concept, outcome, or another aspect of 
your programme theory or CMOCs.  
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7) page 13 line 51:  
Within Figure 3, the legend states it is Figure 1.  
 
Looking at this figure, you need to start to think more about 
disaggregating your Contexts, Mechanisms and outcomes.  
 
Firstly, almost all of your mechanisms seem to me to be outcomes.  
These are the things you want the offender to achieve??  
For example, for the thing you have called mechanism - develops 
ways of managing feelings....  
This is something you want him to get out of 'treatment'.  
So what is it that you have to do to get him to develops ways of 
managing feelings. This would be the intervention 
strategy/strategies.  
What context does the strategy change?  
What is the mechanism triggered?  
[If you think of the oft quoted definition of a mechanisms - response 
to resource, which is helpful here, then the changed context is the 
'new resource', what is the offenders response. In other words, what 
goes on in his head when he is offered this resource?]  
 
8) page 13 line 56:  
For the search section, please would you provide more details.  
You mention that a librarian will help, but who is actually doing the 
screening?  
Is this done alone or not?  
Are there any quality checks that will be put in place?  
How will disagreements be resolved.  
Will there be additional searching if your initial 'haul' of seemingly 
relevant documents do not provide you with enough data to refine 
programme theory and CMOCs?  
 
9) page 15 line 20:  
What you are describing here sounds like Study selection, appraisal 
and data extraction?  
 
Usually a study is included if it contains relevant data for programme 
theory 'testing'.  
As for 'quality' this is usually done on rigour - a judgement about the 
trustworthiness of the research processes used to generate the data 
that is relevant.  
 
10) page 16 line 32:  
One way of thinking about data analysis and synthesis is to do the 
following:  
 
When reading the contents of a potentially relevant source, ask 
yourself the following questions:  
 
1. Relevance:  
· Are the contents of a section of text referring to data that might be 
relevant to programme theory development?  
 
2. Interpretation of meaning:  
· If it is relevant, do the contents of a section of text provide data that 
may be interpreted as being context, mechanism or outcome?  
 
3. Interpretations about Context-Mechanism-Outcome-
Configurations:  
· What is the Context-Mechanism-Outcome-Configuration (CMOC) 
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(partial or complete) for the data?  
· Are these data to inform CMOCs contained within this source or 
other sources?  
· If so, which other sources?  
· How does this CMOC relate to CMOCs than have already been 
developed?  
 
4. Interpretations judgements about programme theory:  
· How does this (full or partial) CMOC relate to the programme 
theory?  
· Within this same document are there data which informs how the 
CMOC relates to the programme theory?  
· If not, are these data in other documents? Which ones?  
· In light of this CMOC and any supporting data, does the programme 
theory need to be changed?  
 
5. Judgements about rigour:  
· Are these data sufficiently trustworthy and rigorous to warrant 
making changes to the CMOC?  
· Are these data sufficiently trustworthy and rigorous to warrant 
making changes to the programme theory?  
 
 
11) page 26 line 47:  
The legend for Figure 2 in the figure itself needs to be corrected - at 
present it says Figure 1.  
 
 
I have attached below a diagram I have developed of the relationship 
between programme theory, intervention strategies and CMOCs that 
the authors may find helpful.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Finally a resource the authors may wish to access to help them 
further refine their protocol are the training materials for realist 
syntheses which may be found at:  
http://www.ramesesproject.org/media/Realist_reviews_training_mate
rials.pdf  
 
Good luck and I look forward to reviewing your re-submission.  

 

REVIEWER April A Gerlock Ph.D., ARNP 
University of Washington, Seattle, WA  
U.S.A. 

REVIEW RETURNED 26-Oct-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This was an interesting and well-written manuscript...on an area of 
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significant importance for both the criminal justice system and 
mental health systems. Although I am not familiar with a realist 
review, the authors gave a clear description of what it is and how 
they have applied it to their area of review. I am familiar with the BIP 
intervention literature and I thought they were both thorough and 
well-balanced in their review and descriptions.  
 
I only had a couple of little things that would help with ease and 
clarity of reading:  
1. pg. 2, Abstract: The first sentence is quite long and difficult to 
read. I found myself reading it a couple of times to try to understand 
it.  
2. pg. 12, first paragraph: Another long sentence, difficult to 
understand.  
3. pg. 5, last paragraph: reference to self-contained institutions e.g., 
military...Military situated BIPs are also impacted by a variety of 
factors. Some are similar to civilian settings/programs, and others 
are unique to the military (e.g., command support and holding the 
offender accountable, unique services for victims, consequence of 
losing a military career (and family income) if the service member is 
discharged from the service due to IPV, reporting IPV to the 
commander [civilians don't usually report IPV to their boss], military 
mission priorities, etc.).  
4. References: #17, missing date; # 23, object is misspelled.  

 

REVIEWER Isabel Goicolea 
Umeå University, Sweden 

REVIEW RETURNED 29-Oct-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is a very well written article, easy to read, engaging and 
interesting. Both the topic (batterer treatment programmes) and the 
methodology to be used in the protocol are relevant for public health. 
There are few protocols of realist evaluations and reviews published 
and since these are methodologies that are not straightforward to 
apply, I think it is important that such protocols are published.  
I have some minor issues that I would like the authors to take into 
consideration:  
In some section of the paper there are very few references or no 
references at all. I think that some of the statements made should be 
backed by references. For example in the Introduction there is no 
even one reference in the first page, and the same happens with the 
first paragraph of the Discussion. The methodological issues are 
well referenced, but in terms of the background of batterer 
programmes I miss more referencing, especially in those two 
sections that I point out.  
I would like the authors to clarify the use of the concepts: 
programme theory, programmatic theory, and middle-range theory. 
Are they interchangeable or not? If they are, why use different 
names, and if they are different concepts, where does the difference 
lay?  
The Figures are illustrative. Check the layout, since below all of 
them it reads “Figure 1”.  
The authors describe nicely the problems with distal outcomes, and 
justify well why they decided to focus on proximal outcomes. 
However, proximal outcomes and the way to measure them, may 
also posse challenges. It will be good if the authors say something 
about the challenges of measuring proximal outcomes.  
The authors selected 4 theories as the basis for their model- 
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proposed programmatic theory (?), and I agree that they are a good 
choice. But it is not clearly described why those theories were 
chosen and not others.  
On page 14 the authors state that one of the criteria for choosing 
articles will be “e) measure at least one distal outcome”. However, 
distal outcomes will not be part of the theory. Why then this criteria 
for selecting articles?  
On page 15, the first sentence under the subheading “Step 3”, 
starting “After the first round…”is unclear.  
On page 16, the authors introduce the concept “family of articles”. It 
is not clear what are the criteria for developing these families of 
articles; are they the groups of articles that measure the same 
outcome? It is also not clear whether CMOs will be developed for 
each article, or for each “family of articles”.  
On page 16, the authors consider “reasoning, beliefs and norms” as 
mechanisms. In which way are those mechanisms different than the 
proximal outcomes?  
On page 16, the authors mention the “proposed programmatic 
theory”. Is it not clear for me whether this theory is already 
developed or will be developed during the implementation of the 
protocol, and if this is so how. Maybe Figure 3 is this “proposed 
programmatic theory”? if so, I think it will be useful if the authors 
describe the Figure 3 in the text and mention more explicitly that this 
is the theory that they start with. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer Name: Wong  

1 page 7 lines 13 and 20: What is the link between programme theory and middle-range theory?  

 

We appreciate this question, as it led to lengthy discussions between team members about what 

“middle-range” theory is and the role it plays in the realist review process. As you commented later on 

(see comment #6), we were confusing middle-range theory with substantive theory. We believe we 

clarified this, both on pg 7 where we describe the elements of realist review and more directly on pg 8 

where we state “We began this process by formulating our preliminary rough theory describing the 

strategies most BIPs employ, the circumstances in which they operate, what they aim to accomplish 

and how it appears to us that these strategies will lead to those outcomes. As we develop this 

protocol, we are in the initial stages of the review process, and what is reflected here reflects our 

initial thinking about BIPs. Furthermore, as Jagosh and colleagues remind us, realist reviews are 

abductive in nature, meaning that we infer “to the best explanation,” iteratively “examining evidence 

and developing hunches or ideas about the causal factors linked to that evidence) (pg. 135).”  

 

2 page 8 lines 37 to 47: Need to be careful here. C, M and O's are linked. It is only worth 

conceptualising something as a context when it can be inferred to be the trigger for a mechanism that 

is linked to an outcome you are interested in. The implication of this is that depending on the outcome 

of interest, a 'thing' you have conceptualised as a context may not be one for that specific outcome.  

 

Thank you for noting that we were actually misusing the term “context.” To clarify this, we described 

the coordinated response of the criminal justice system (and other organizations) as part of the the 

larger “environment” in which the programs exist (pg 9). That led to two additional changes:  

1. We decided that the section defining the elements of realist theory (including context) should be 

moved to previous section (pg 7) and clarified to help frame the overall paper; and  

2. We needed to acknowledge that elements of the larger partner violence response system (criminal 

justice, victim services, etc.) may turn out to be contextual factors that directly influence whether BIPs 

lead to the proximal outcomes, and that if that emerges as a theme, we will revisit our decision to set 
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these factors aside.  

 

3 page 9 lines 49 to 54: These are all in the plural. Within any programme there will be multiple 

intervention strategies being used. It is all of these intervention strategies that make up the 

programme theory. Within a realist synthesis it is important to use the data in information sources to 

make sense of: a) what the relationships are between these intervention strategies. For example, to 

get a certain outcome of interest does one need to happen before the other? Can some run in 

'parallel' or throughout the programme?  

b) What the Context-Mechanism-Outcome configuration(s) (CMOCs) is/are for a specific intervention 

strategy.  

So there are two levels of theory here. One about the relationships and contents (i.e. blocks of 

intervention strategies) of the programme. The other about the realist causal explanations (i.e. 

CMOCs) within each intervention strategy block. Although we were unclear about the relationship of 

the comments to the specific page/line numbers (did you mean pg 8?), we are deeply appreciative of 

the general comments about program theory, and we attempted to address them throughout the 

manuscript. Although we moved the paragraph that describes CMOs to the earlier section (pg 7), we 

believe we did a better job of explaining the purpose of a realist synthesis, the elements that are 

central to this synthesis, and the goal of producing a refined theory that reflects the realist causal 

explanations.  

 

We acknowledge the usefulness of the diagram you attached illustrating how the CMOCs function 

within each intervention strategy block. As you can see from our completely revised Figure 3 (which 

reflects sample of our initial rough program theory), we have integrated that model into our thinking. 

The changes in Figure 3 are discussed in greater detail below (see comment 7).  

 

4 page 9 line 15: This is an excellent first step in unpacking the 'black-box' of BIP. By articulating that 

there are multiple outcomes, you can start to build CMOCs for each outcome. An important step 

would then be to 'map' intervention strategies to the CMOCs. In other words start to ask, which 

intervention strategy changes which outcome. (NB a simplistic but useful way of conceptualising 

intervention strategies is that they are the things that we do to change context in such a way that the 

desired mechanism is triggered to give us the outcome we want to happen). We appreciate your 

praise for our initial attempts to illustrate the big picture process at work in most BIP programs and the 

need to differentiate between immediate/proximal outcomes and distal (or what we decided to think of 

as “final”) outcomes.  

 

We agree that mapping the strategies to the CMOCs is the next step, and we believe that our revised 

Figure 3 as well as our narrative on pages 13 and 14 begins to do this in a preliminary form. On pg 

13, we describe the common intervention strategies that most BIPs use, regardless of the specifics 

(education, skills-building, and group processes) and how, even across the evaluation literature, 

programs likely use different activities within these strategies. We then described how we linked 

strategies to outcomes and finally mechanisms and contexts.  

 

5 page 10 line 27:  

See comment 3 above about the types of theories you need to develop in a realist synthesis.  

 

We believe that the narrative mentioned above on pgs 13-14 address this comment.  

 

6 page 11 line 30: CBT and SCT are substantive theories. The term middle-range theory (as first 

articulated by Merton) is a one that is close enough to the empirical data to be testable. In other words 

the term middle-range is an adjective that describes the nature of a theory is is not the same thing as 

programme theory. The role of substantive theories are to help you make sense of either and/or:  

a) the relationships between intervention strategies  
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b) the realist causal explanations within an intervention strategy.  

So for CBT or SCT, you need to work out how they inform your programme theory and / or the 

intervention strategies.  

This does require you to break down / disaggregate these theories further into the actions that are 

taken 'in the name of' of the theory. In other words, if you believe in this theory, what would you have 

to do as guided by it. You will also need to understand what outcome such actions result it - i.e. which 

outcome does this action actually result in. This then becomes the start of your CMOC development.  

Alternatively aspects of the substantive theory may confirm, refute or refine the importance of a 

concept, outcome, or another aspect of your programme theory or CMOCs.  

 

We greatly appreciate the clarification about middle-range vs. substantive theory. We realized that, at 

this stage of our work, while several of these substantive theories were useful to us in thinking about 

how BIPs might work (i.e.: social cognitive theory explains why strategies such as group process/role 

modeling and skills building are included in most intervention models) or for understanding why issues 

like gender and equity are mandated to be part of BIP programs, we are still at the stage of 

hypothesizing how the programs work, not at the point of explaining how, why and for whom the DO 

(or do not) work.  

 

Thus, we believe that, at this point, these theories did not contribute as much to the development of 

this protocol as they will to our final understanding of how and why the specific strategies do (or do 

not) contribute to our outcomes.  

 

7 page 13 line 51: Within Figure 3, the legend states it is Figure 1.  

Looking at this figure, you need to start to think more about disaggregating your Contexts, 

Mechanisms and outcomes.  

• Firstly, almost all of your mechanisms seem to me to be outcomes.  

• These are the things you want the offender to achieve??  

• For example, for the thing you have called mechanism - develops ways of managing feelings....  

• This is something you want him to get out of 'treatment'.  

• So what is it that you have to do to get him to develops ways of managing feelings. This would be 

the intervention strategy/strategies.  

• What context does the strategy change?  

• What is the mechanism triggered?  

• [If you think of the oft quoted definition of a mechanisms - response to resource, which is helpful 

here, then the changed context is the 'new resource', what is the offenders response. In other words, 

what goes on in his head when he is offered this resource?]  

 

We thank you for your critique of our earlier figure and believe our revised approach is a strong 

improvement. We recognized how several of our mechanisms could also be interpreted to be 

outcomes, and we, admittedly, continue to struggle with this. We observe, however, that this appears 

to be common for those undertaking realist review, and point to the article by Jagosh, et al (2008); 

that team encountered similar problems differentiating mechanisms, outcomes, and contexts, 

eventually concluding that what in one CMOC was an outcome could be seen as a context in another. 

Taking this to heart – and combining it with the diagram you provided to us – we began to play around 

with various new approaches to conceptualizing our preliminary rough theory. We also realize that, 

while we have a good idea of what the proximal outcomes of interest to us are, we do not need to 

have identified all of the possible mechanisms or contexts identified at this stage. We anticipate that 

many of these will become clearer through the process of data extraction and synthesis. Thus, we 

decided to create our new “Figure 3” to illustrate for the reader a sample of ways in which context, 

mechanism, outcome, and strategy relate to one another in BIPs. Using your diagram as a starting 

place, we highlight an aspect of each strategy (e.g., education about the impact of abuse on children 

and family) and describe how, as long as certain contextual factors are true, this intervention triggers 
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a particular event within the participant (e.g., feelings of shame and guilt), which lead to an outcome 

(e.g., the need to alleviate these feelings make the participant motivated to change his behavior and 

not use violence). Through the review process, we will test to see if there is evidence that supports or 

refutes this hypothesis. We also wanted to show how, in some cases, what is an outcome in one 

place becomes a contextual factor in another. Looking at the skills-building intervention, we 

hypothesize that before the participant will develop any self-confidence in his ability to use the skills 

taught, he must be motivated to change and desire to learn alternative ways to violence. Thus, what is 

an outcome of the educational intervention is a necessary context for the skills building intervention. 

Because there are multiple configurations like these associated with each intervention strategy, 

putting together a single diagram illustrating it would be very difficult to follow; also, we believe that 

because we early in the process, it would not be as useful at this point.  

 

8 page 13 line 56: For the search section, please would you provide more details. You mention that a 

librarian will help, but who is actually doing the screening? Is this done alone or not? Are there any 

quality checks that will be put in place? How will disagreements be resolved. Will there be additional 

searching if your initial 'haul' of seemingly relevant documents do not provide you with enough data to 

refine programme theory and CMOCs?  

 

On pages 15-18, we provide what we hope is a more carefully thought-out description of our search 

strategy, our inclusion and exclusion criteria, and finally our initial screening and selection process. 

We slightly reorganized this section and used subheadings to clarify each part of these steps. We 

also state at the start of this section that we anticipate conducting additional searches as necessary 

as we go through the data and refine and/or expand our focus.  

 

9 page 15 line 20: What you are describing here sounds like Study selection, appraisal and data 

extraction? Usually a study is included if it contains relevant data for programme theory 'testing'. As 

for 'quality' this is usually done on rigour - a judgement about the trustworthiness of the research 

processes used to generate the data that is relevant.  

 

We agree that our initial description combined selection, appraisal, and extraction. On Pg 19, we hope 

that we have provided a clearer outline of the actual appraisal and extraction process. We also 

recognize that because of the iterative nature of realist review, we may make some adjustments as 

we go along.  

 

10 page 16 line 32: One way of thinking about data analysis and synthesis is to do the following: 

When reading the contents of a potentially relevant source, ask yourself the following questions:  

1. Relevance: Are the contents of a section of text referring to data that might be relevant to 

programme theory development?  

2. Interpretation of meaning: If it is relevant, do the contents of a section of text provide data that may 

be interpreted as being context, mechanism or outcome?  

3. Interpretations about Context-Mechanism-Outcome-Configurations:  

· What is the Context-Mechanism-Outcome-Configuration (CMOC) (partial or complete) for the data?  

· Are these data to inform CMOCs contained within this source or other sources?  

· If so, which other sources?  

· How does this CMOC relate to CMOCs than have already been developed?  

4. Interpretations judgements about programme theory:  

· How does this (full or partial) CMOC relate to the programme theory?  

· Within this same document are there data which informs how the CMOC relates to the programme 

theory?  

· If not, are these data in other documents? Which ones?  

· In light of this CMOC and any supporting data, does the programme theory need to be changed?  

5. Judgements about rigour:  
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· Are these data sufficiently trustworthy and rigorous to warrant making changes to the CMOC?  

· Are these data sufficiently trustworthy and rigorous to warrant making changes to the programme 

theory?  

 

We thank the reviewer for this guidance! We will definitely use these details as we conduct both our 

appraisal and our analysis and synthesis. We hope that our revised description of the analysis 

process on page 20 reflects this general process. We anticipate this will be a process that gets 

refined, and that additional questions about BIPs will be raised as we dig deeper into the data.  

 

11 page 26 line 47: The legend for Figure 2 in the figure itself needs to be corrected - at present it 

says Figure 1. I have attached a diagram I have developed of the relationship between programme 

theory, intervention strategies and CMOCs that the authors may find helpful.  

 

Again, we are most appreciative of the diagram you provided – it was tremendously helpful to us in 

conceptualizing how CMOCs relate to strategies and in seeing the ways in which the same 

mechanism, context, and/or outcomes can be part of different CMOCs and can be related to different 

strategies. We believe our figures are, at this point, correctly labeled – thank you for catching that!  

 

Reviewer Name: Gerlock  

1 pg. 2, Abstract: The first sentence is quite long and difficult to read. I found myself reading it a 

couple of times to try to understand it.  

 

Thank you for pointing that out – we have changed it.  

 

2 pg. 12, first paragraph: Another long sentence, difficult to understand.  

 

Again, thank you for catching that; we believe we have clarified it.  

 

3 pg. 5, last paragraph: reference to self-contained institutions e.g., military...Military situated BIPs are 

also impacted by a variety of factors. Some are similar to civilian settings/programs, and others are 

unique to the military (e.g., command support and holding the offender accountable, unique services 

for victims, consequence of losing a military career (and family income) if the service member is 

discharged from the service due to IPV, reporting IPV to the commander [civilians don't usually report 

IPV to their boss], military mission priorities, etc.).  

 

We are very appreciative of the expertise that the reviewer has in this area! Although this is not a 

central part of our review, we hope we did a better job of describing some of the distinctions that can 

exist between BIPs that are operationalized in institutional settings – including military – and those in 

community-based settings. We recognize that military-situated BIPs can be impacted by some of the 

same factors that are at play in civilian programs, but because of the very different environmental 

structures surrounding the programs (including the ones the reviewer raised), we felt that the 

underling mechanisms that can lead to change may be very different between the two settings.  

 

4 References: #17, missing date; # 23, object is misspelled.  

 

Thank you. We made the necessary changes!  

 

Reviewer Name: Goicolea  

1 In some section of the paper there are very few references or no references at all. I think that some 

of the statements made should be backed by references. For example in the Introduction there is no 

even one reference in the first page, and the same happens with the first paragraph of the Discussion. 

The methodological issues are well referenced, but in terms of the background of batterer 
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programmes I miss more referencing, especially in those two sections that I point out.  

 

Thank you for observing that! We have added references in several of the identified sections (as well 

as others that we felt were lacking).  

 

2 I would like the authors to clarify the use of the concepts: programme theory, programmatic theory, 

and middle-range theory. Are they interchangeable or not? If they are, why use different names, and if 

they are different concepts, where does the difference lay?  

 

This is an excellent observation, and as we acknowledged above (Wong, comment 1) we were 

confusing middle-range, substantive, and program theory. Because we are still in the process of 

clarifying our initial rough theory and have not started the analysis, we removed references to “middle-

range” theory. We also clarified “program theory,” which we describe on page 7-8.  

 

3 The Figures are illustrative. Check the layout, since below all of them it reads “Figure 1”.  

 

Thank you. We hope that our revisions have made them even more useful, and we believe they are 

all correctly labeled!  

 

4 The authors describe nicely the problems with distal outcomes, and justify well why they decided to 

focus on proximal outcomes. However, proximal outcomes and the way to measure them, may also 

posse challenges. It will be good if the authors say something about the challenges of measuring 

proximal outcomes.  

 

We appreciate your thoughtful comment, and agree that these outcomes may be challenging to 

address. We addressed this by adding the following statement (page 15): We also recognize that 

using proximal outcomes may pose a challenge, as the nature of these outcomes – especially 

motivations and attitudes – can be subjective in nature and difficult to capture, and some may not be 

captured at all. As we move forward with our review, we will assess how well these constructs are 

assessed, and where we believe critical gaps may exist.  

 

5 The authors selected 4 theories as the basis for their model- proposed programmatic theory (?), and 

I agree that they are a good choice. But it is not clearly described why those theories were chosen 

and not others.  

 

This is an excellent point. Because of the extensive revisions we did, we have chosen to postpone our 

discussion of specific behavior-change theories (what Wong, above, referred to as substantive 

theories) until we have data-driven CMOCs (see pg 15).  

 

6 On page 14 the authors state that one of the criteria for choosing articles will be “e) measure at 

least one distal outcome”. However, distal outcomes will not be part of the theory. Why then this 

criteria for selecting articles?  

 

We agree that you raise a very good point. Initially, we were considering using the distal or final 

outcomes as our outcomes to consider, but it was only after we dug deeper into the data that we 

realized that we needed to start by understanding the CMOs related to the more proximal outcomes. 

We have taken that criteria out of our requirements, and mentioned the shift as a way of illustrating 

the iterative nature of realist review.  

 

7 On page 15, the first sentence under the subheading “Step 3”, starting “After the first round…”is 

unclear.  
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We revised that section extensively (page 19), and hope we have clarified the appraisal and 

extraction process.  

 

8 On page 16, the authors introduce the concept “family of articles”. It is not clear what are the criteria 

for developing these families of articles; are they the groups of articles that measure the same 

outcome? It is also not clear whether CMOs will be developed for each article, or for each “family of 

articles”.  

 

Thank you for pointing out that oversight on our part. We clarify this on page 20.  

 

9 On page 16, the authors consider “reasoning, beliefs and norms” as mechanisms. In which way are 

those mechanisms different than the proximal outcomes?  

 

We completely agree with you, and have changed our model accordingly.  

 

10 On page 16, the authors mention the “proposed programmatic theory”. Is it not clear for me 

whether this theory is already developed or will be developed during the implementation of the 

protocol, and if this is so how. Maybe Figure 3 is this “proposed programmatic theory”? if so, I think it 

will be useful if the authors describe the Figure 3 in the text and mention more explicitly that this is the 

theory that they start with.  

 

As we have revised this protocol, we hope we have clarified this in multiple places, starting with page 

7, where we introduce the idea of starting the review with a rough preliminary theory. Figure 3 (which 

has been substantially revised) now reflects a sample of our rough preliminary theory. We found that 

trying to present each of our hypothesized CMOCs in a single diagram became very complicated, 

given the number of ways in which elements overlapped. Thus, for the sake of clarity, we felt it was 

useful to use a sample of this as an example. 

 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Isabel Goicolea 
Umeå University, Sweden 

REVIEW RETURNED 29-Jan-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors have done a thorough work in addressing our 
comments. I am satisfied with the way they have addressed my 
comments and have no further suggestions or queries.  
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